
 
 

 
You Asked, We Listened 

 
DAYTON, OH (January 30, 2018) – Get the power and punch of the original Dayton Audio home speakers, 
now with the pristine high frequency performance enabled by AMT technology! 
 
AMT is short for Air Motion Transformer, which stands tall as a unique style of transducer in the world of 
speaker drivers. "Dayton Audio's signature affordable speakers are even better when you add a little AMT," 
says Product Line Specialist Geoff Schneider. "The Air Series features a pleated Kapton ribbon diaphragm 
AMT tweeter that enhances the already famous sound quality of our affordable speaker line, adding even more 
smoothness and detail." The AMT tweeter allows more air to move through the diaphragm with less effort and 
distortion, creating a purer, satisfyingly dimensional sound as compared to a traditional dome-style tweeter. 
 
Originally introduced to the line was Dayton Audio's B652-AIR bookshelf speaker. The AMT tweeter livened 
up the top end, while the original B652 features which made it such a big hit, remained virtually the same: the 
tight-sounding 6.5" woofer in an optimally-damped sealed wood composite enclosure, an included keyhole 
hanger bracket, quick-connect terminals, non-marking rubber feet, and a removable fabric grill.  
 
The new B452-AIR bookshelf speaker may be the little brother to the larger B652-AIR, but it packs a big 
sonic punch just like the original B452! Try it on your desk, or as part of a compact, discrete yet impressive 
surround sound system. With a 4.5" woofer and scaled-down cabinet, the B452-AIR is all about giving you the 
most performance for your money while offering a little something extra from the fantastic AMT tweeter. 
 
Dayton Audio also brings the high-value design formula of the B652-AIR speakers to a tower form factor in the 
new T652-AIR floor-standing tower speakers. Dual 6-1/2" woofers and an AMT tweeter deliver sound with 
power, clarity, and bass punch. The bass reflex tower cabinet provides a firm bass foundation to 45 Hz, for 
rich, satisfying low end that enhances any type of music or home theater content. The larger tower design of 
the T652-AIR provides enough output to fill the largest listening spaces, while not overwhelming the décor in 
more intimate settings. 
 
Lastly, Dayton Audio rounds-out the AIR series with the compact C452-AIR center channel speaker. 
Designed to complement the other Dayton Audio speakers in a multichannel home theater system, the C452-
AIR produces balanced, natural sound with excellent sonic detail that rivals more expensive speaker brands. 
The AMT tweeter provides a silky smooth response with enough detail to satisfy any audio enthusiast. 
 
 
About Dayton Audio 
 
For more than 20 years, Dayton Audio has been a leading supplier for audio and video, combining real-world design with 
high-tech manufacturing techniques to offer some of the finest consumer electronic products today. Every Dayton Audio 
product is designed and engineered in the USA to provide the highest level of performance and value, backed by industry-
leading warranties and support. Dayton Audio products can be purchased through authorized resellers including Parts 
Express (parts-express.com). Visit us online at www.daytonaudio.com. 
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